
 
 
Speed-dating interview sessions can help potential interns and supervisors connect and improve the 
success of the internship selection and matching process. Speed-dating style interviews are often 
used in industry to recruit talent and efficiently meet a large number of candidates.  

Speed-dating interview sessions are a key step in facilitated internships where internship candidates 
are pre-selected. The speed-dating interview allows the businesses to participate actively in the 
matching process. Businesses who participated in the speed-dating interview for the One-Stop 
internship pilot were initially more satisfied with the interns placed in their company. 

 
Speed-Dating Interview Session Implementation 
Speed-dating interviews may be used with facilitated or independent internships to allow potential 
supervisors the opportunity to meet several pre-screened internship candidates in a short timeframe.  

The recommended length of a speed dating session is no more than 45 minutes using the basic 
schedule outlined here: 

• Welcome and instructions (5 minutes) 
• Speed interview rounds (30 minutes) 

Each interview “date” should be no more than 5 minutes in length and each session should include 
only 5-6 “dates” or candidates and company representatives become fatigued and overwhelmed. 

• Ranking time and wrap up (10 minutes) 

Following are considerations for planning and implementing speed-dating sessions for facilitated and 
independent internships. 

Facilitated Internships Independent Internships 

Speed-dating interview sessions should be 
organized by industry focus. Only highly qualified 
candidates should participate.  

Consider these questions in preparation for 
speed-dating interview sessions: 

1. Does the facility provide adequate space 
to accommodate the interviews?  

2. What materials will participants need?  

3. How will participants record and submit 
their interview “date” rankings? Paper 
forms are easier for participants to complete, 
but are more time consuming to sort and match. 

4. What is the backup plan if company 
representatives or interns fail to show or 
fail to match? 

Independent internships can most effectively 
apply speed-dating interview sessions as a way 
for potential interns to match with potential 
supervisors. Speed-dating interview sessions are 
not a replacement for a group interview. 

Consider these questions in preparation for 
speed-dating interview sessions: 

1. Does the facility provide adequate space 
to accommodate the interviews?  

2. What materials will participants need?  

3. How will participants record and submit 
their interview “date” rankings? Paper 
forms are easier for participants to complete, 
but are time consuming to sort and match. 
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